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a test monograph by tellegen, ben-porath, mcnulty, arbisi, graham, & kaemmer (2003), titledthe mmpi-2 restructured clinical (rc) scales: development, validation, and interpretation,provides an extensive review of the current state of psychometric theory and research on the mmpi-2, the rc scales, and their clinical and non-clinical uses. a test
monograph by tellegen, ben-porath, mcnulty, arbisi, graham, & kaemmer (2003), titledthe mmpi-2 restructured clinical (rc) scales: development, validation, and interpretation,includes: an introduction providing the rationale for creating the rc scales, information about how the scales were developed, detailed psychometric information on the reliability
and validity of the rc scales, recommendations for interpreting the rc scales, case examples illustrating rc scale interpretation, and a discussion of future directions in rc scale research and application. this document also includes detailed appendixes specifying the item composition of the scales and raw-to-uniform t-score conversion tables. (available

from pearson, product # 29433.) see also themmpi-2-rf manual for administration, scoring, and interpretationfor an extensive discussion of the scales. the mmpi-2-sv has been revised to reflect the changes in the mmpi-2-rf. in addition, the scales re-ordered and item content altered to create a new antisocial personality scale (aps). the mmpi-2-sv now
includes the new aps, the revised ho scale, and the rs and is scales. the mmpi-2-sv can be used to obtain a full-scale profile, or provide a more detailed set of subscale scores. for a complete discussion of the mmpi-2-sv, see the mmpi-2-rf user's manual.
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no, the mmpi-2 extended score plus report (product code 51439) was discontinued and subsequently removed from the software. if you believe you have unused administrations for this report and would like to exchange them for the mmpi-2 extended score report (product code 51438), you will need to return your report counter to pearson. call
800-627-7271 to arrange for a return and exchange. the extended score plus report (51439) was discontinued because it contained information pertaining to the original mmpi test, which was discontinued by the university of minnesota press on september 1, 1999. unused extended score plus report (51439) usages will not carry over to your inventory.
in addition, you will not be able to order any usages for this report. the extended score plus report (51439) will not appear as a print report option. test data from an mmpi-2 test scored as an extended score plus report (51439) will transfer but will not have any report history. you can print an extended score report (51438) from the converted data, but
this will require a usage. the original idea for the rc scales came from a discussion between the creators of the test and a group of research psychologists who were concerned with the identification of risk for depression in adolescents. this group concluded that the pervasive demoralization and hopelessness of adolescents posed a serious problem, but
that the current clinical scales in widespread use have been developed to address concerns other than those that are unique to this population. in the discussion that followed, a group of statistical researchers also raised concerns about the difficulties posed by the absence of items with good psychometric properties from the clinical scales. the group

decided that, to address their concerns, two new scales would be needed that would provide a direct response to demoralization and hopelessness. tellegen, ben-porath, mcnulty, arbisi, graham, & kaemmer (2003),and yossef s. ben-porath, interpreting the mmpi-2-rf(2012), available from the university of minnesota press, review the development of the
rc scales. 5ec8ef588b
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